This event is part of Berlin Science Week 2023, with the support from the Cluster of Excellence »Matters of Activity, Image Space Material« at the Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, and the Ambassade de France en Allemagne.
Like the sculptor with marble, neurosurgeons dialogue with the brain they operate on, exploring its inner plasticity. Mapping and representing these "brain roads" can be achieved through various imaging devices and methods. It can also be done with less use of medical imagery. The French Professor in neuro-oncology Hugues Duffau is famous for performing awake surgery with very little technology. He will present his research in a dialogue with the members of the project »Cutting« of the Cluster of Excellence »Matters of Activity«, as well as the students from two art and design academies, one in France, and one in Germany, who produced visual interpretations of his ideas and mode of operation.